The Ultimate Flag Games

This paper describes six Ultimate Flag Games which offer a change from traditional games and sports that are usually geared toward athletically inclined students. These new games, aimed at middle school through college students, allow for success from the least-skilled through the most athletically talented students. Players are ability grouped and points are amassed throughout the games, with the defense having the opportunity to score as well as the offense. Each participant wears a flag belt. Any player who has possession of the ball may have his/her flag belt pulled by the defense. Thus, the defense wins points as well as possession of the ball. Flag belt violations are the same throughout the six games. Only the ball carrier may have his/her flag belt pulled. Players must wear a flag belt to participate. Players may not drop or purposely or throw the ball to avoid a flag belt pull. The defense may not dive or leave their feet to pull another player's flag belt. Depending on the game, certain areas or situations prohibit players from pulling the ball carrier's flag belt. A flag belt pulled more than 2 seconds after the ball is released is a late flag belt pull. The six games are: modified team handball, advanced kickball, hoops, sharpshooters, razzle dazzle, and ultimate football. (SM)
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ULTIMATE FLAG GAMES

The Ultimate Flag Games offer a new and refreshing change from the traditional games and sports that are most times geared toward those who are athletically inclined. These new games, aimed at middle school children through college students, allow for success from the least-skilled participants through the most talented athletes. Players are ability grouped and points are amassed throughout the games with the defense having the opportunity to score as well as the offense. Each participant wears a flag belt. Any player who has possession of the ball may have his/her flag belt pull by the defense. Thus the defense wins points as well as possession of the ball. Flag belt violations are the same throughout the six games. Only the ball carrier may have his/her flag belt pulled. Players must wear a flag belt to participate. Players may not drop or purposely throw the ball away to avoid a flag belt pull. The defense may not dive or leave their feet to pull another player’s flag belt. Depending on the game, certain areas or situations prohibit players from pulling the ball carriers flag belt. These will be explained further in the specific game descriptions. A flag belt pulled more than two seconds after the ball is released is a late flag belt pull.

MODIFIED TEAM HANDBALL

In this game, 2 teams of 3-on-3 or 4-on-4 play at a time. The game’s objective is for one team to throw the ball into a soccer-style goal with the thrower positioning himself/herself behind a restraining line. Goals count 3 points with specialty shots (behind the back or between the legs) counting 5 points. Goalies, whose belts cannot be pulled while in the pyramid, scores are doubled. They must step outside the pyramid or throw the ball to a teammate within 5 seconds after holding the ball in safety. The goalies are therefore encouraged to score. At the same time, no one can play defense in the goalie box but the goalie. If this occurs, the other team is awarded 3 points and possession of the ball. All flag belt violations are two points and possession of the ball. Possession after a violation is taken to a sideline and run or thrown in, or thrown to the goalie that can immediately throw or run with the ball. After a goal is scored, a new group comes out for play. Every group starts with a jump ball to begin play.

ADVANCED KICKBALL

Play is similar to Modified Team Handball. In Advanced Kickball, players may use their hands if the ball has been kicked into the air or thrown. If the ball bounces or rolls on the ground, players are restricted to kicking the ball or using their feet to lift the ball into the air with a kick, foot-flip, or vertical jump and catch. This skill is performed by positioning the ball between the ankles and jumping, releasing the ball, and catching it before it hits the ground. Scoring in this game can be accomplished by throwing the ball into the goal as in Modified Team Handball with the points awarded being 3 or 5 for a specialty shot. The ball also may be kicked in for a goal. Kicks made outside of the pyramid count 10 points and inside the pyramid count 5 points. Goalies are awarded
double the point value if they score. Goalies are once again protected from flag belt “pulls” as long as they are within their pyramid. They have only 5 seconds to hold the ball in the pyramid. While in the pyramid, goalies may also use their hands to pick up a bouncing or rolling ball. The defense is also restricted from helping the goalie by playing defense in the goalie box. Handball violations, flag belt violations, and fouls are all two points in addition to possession of the ball. Possession is taken to a side or end line and kicked in, foot flipped in or kicked to the goalie. After a group scores, a new group enters the game. Each group starts play with a bully. A bully can be tossed for a jump ball or dropped on the ground for a kick.

**HOOPS**

This game is a version of basketball that is played with a foam soccer style ball on 8 ½ foot goals. Teams are 3-on-3 or 4-on-4. The court markings of the restraining line and goalie box are used in a different manner in Hoops. The restraining line is now the 5-point scoring line. The area between the restraining line and the goalie box is the 3-point scoring area and the goalie box is now referred to as the 1-point area. Any player in this area is protected from flag belt pulls and blocked shots. Players may dunk the ball in this area only if they receive a pass while positioned in this area or rebound a ball in this area. Fouls and flag belt violations are two points plus possession of the ball. Possession is taken to a sideline and run or thrown in. Shooting fouls are 2 points and the fouled player gets a free throw. Groups change after a two-minute period. Every group begins play with a jump ball.

**SHARPSHOOTERS**

In Sharpshooters, a “bulls-eye” is scored when the ball is thrown through one of three targets. The goal itself is a 3-sided backboard with each side having an 18-inch hole. A goal, or bulls-eye, that is scored behind the Hoops 5-point line is also 5 points in Sharpshooters. Inside the 5-point line, up to the rebounding box line is 3 points. Players cannot shoot the ball inside the rebounding box. Players are protected in this area from flag belt “pulls” but can only rebound and receive passes here. Violations and flag belt “pulls” result in 2 points and possession of the ball. With flag belt violations, in addition to the two points and possession, the violator must go to the penalty box and remain there until someone scores; another teammate goes to the penalty box; or someone on the other team commits a flag belt violation and goes to the penalty box. In the situation where 2 players on the same team are put in the penalty box at the same time, the other team gets 3 bonus points and each player gets a free throw of their choice. After each player shoots, a new groups comes on to play. A new group also comes out to play after a regular bulls-eye. Each group starts with a jump ball. There are two other bonus situations. When a team scores a 5-point shot within that team’s first 3 5-point attempts, that team is awarded 5 bonus points. The other bonus situation is when a team scores with one player in the penalty box. That team gets 3 points added on their score. The bonus is awarded for playing at a disadvantage.
Modified Team Handball, Advanced Kickball, Hoops and Sharpshooters use the same court markings. These four games also do not use boundary lines for out-of-bounds restrictions. The first two games mentioned use basically the same goal, as does Razzle Dazzle, which will be described next.

**RAZZLE DAZZLE**

Razzle Dazzle is a fast-paced game that combines some of the skills and strategies of football and soccer. The game is played on a court or field the size of a basketball court. The markings include the 2 sidelines, 2 goal lines, a 50-foot (half-court) line and two 20-feet (free throw line) lines. The goal is soccer style with 2 upright poles on either end. Scores can occur in various ways. If the ball is kicked into the goal, 3 points are awarded. If the ball is run across the goal line or thrown and caught past the goal line in the end zone, 5 points are awarded. This is called a touchdown. And if the ball is dropped on the ground, allowed to bounce once and kicked through the uprights, it is called a drop kick and counts 7 points. From the drop kick, a team can score additional 3 points by having a teammate catch the drop kick in the end zone. This would be a total of 10 points and is called a “daily double.” And if the person who drop kicked the ball catches it himself/herself in the end zone, a “self daily double” is scored which counts 20 points. The game begins with both teams of 3 players each on either 20-foot line. One team kicks off to the other. As in Advanced Kickball, if the ball is kicked or lifted with the feet in the air, it can be caught and advanced with a run or pass. If it is bouncing or rolling, it must be played like soccer. Flag belt rules apply in this game. Any time there is a flag belt violation, foul, hand ball violation, or the ball crosses either sideline or goal line, the ball is dead and the team who did not commit the violation puts the ball in play. Violations are 2 points and possession of the ball takes place from the spot of the violation. A ball that crosses a sideline is put in play where it went out. A ball that crosses the end line is put in play on the 20-foot line. And while sidelines and sideline walls are out of bounds, end line (goal line) walls are considered in play and on a dead ball situation can be used to pass off or kick off to put the ball in play. Putting a dead ball in play is done with a kick, foot flip or vertical jump and catch. The person putting the ball in play, however, cannot run with it and has 5 seconds to put it in play. This player’s belt cannot be pulled by the defense since the ball cannot be run with until it is passed to a teammate or thrown off the goal line wall. Play continues until 1 team scores. After a score, the next group comes out for a kickoff.

**ULTIMATE FOOTBALL**

Ultimate Football uses the same court markings as Razzle Dazzle. In this game, one team of 3 or 4 players begins with possession of the ball at their 20-foot line. That team gets 3 downs to score a touchdown. This is done by advancing the ball into the end zone by running it in or passing it to a teammate. Each player takes a turn being quarterback. The referee stands on the line of scrimmage with the offense facing him/her and the defense behind him/her. On the referee’s whistle, the quarterback may try to run for a touchdown (5 points) or pass to a teammate for a touchdown (7 points.) The ball may be passed anytime, anywhere, and may be played off of the goal line wall as well. If
the defense keeps the offense from scoring, they receive 2 points and the ball. An interception counts 3 points unless it is turned into a touchdown, which is 10 points. Flag belt violations in this game count 1 point. A safety counts 2 points and possession immediately is turned over to the defense. This occurs when the quarterback’s flag belt is pulled in his own end zone or he incompletely passes from his own end zone. Any ball that goes past the sideline or hits the floor is dead and that play is over. If a pass is incomplete, the ball is dead and the next down begins from where the incomplete pass was thrown. If neither team scores in 3 downs, the next group comes out for play.

The book Ultimate Flag Games and an accompanying video are available upon request. The book includes a complete description of the games with rules, scoring and equipment needs. Also included are lesson plans, tests and answer keys, and word puzzles. For more information call Kenny Angel at (336) 882-7268 or e-mail at kangel8081@aol.com.
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